
FTVUHD: visually stunning content showing 
Ultra HD at its best

The strong image and awareness of the FashionTV brand projects a unique, cosmopolitan and modern style. 
Building on the one-of-a-kind FashionTV brand, FTV UHD is setting a new standard in fashion and lifestyle 
broadcasting through original programming on style and trends offered with exceptional image quality.

FTV UHD’s CEO, Michel Adam Lisowski, commented: “Since the launch of our first fashion-themed channel on 
a Eutelsat satellite in 1997 we have developed a unique and comprehensive brand with high-quality 
broadcasting at its core. We made the leap to High Definition ten years after the launch of our first digital 
channel. Today, we are excited to pursue our commitment to the highest quality of broadcasting standards 
through an Ultra HD (UHD) channel offering.

The only TV equivalent to fashion print media appealing to everyone interested in fashion, style, beauty and 
trends, FashionTV understands and caters to its audience by providing original, unbiased and informative 
programming in UHD. A strong image and exceptional awareness of FashionTV brand projects a unique, 
cosmopolitan and a modern style allowing for influential partnerships with many global brands. FTVUHD 
brings to homes exceptional images of the latest fashion events from around the world through fashionable 
Eutelsat’s satellite HotBird 13 and many more coming soon. www.ftvuhd.com

Unique multi-content platform with 12 linear 24/7 
channels, all types of themes such as Fashion weeks, 
Swimwear, Models, Designers, F-men and more. 
Channels available in SD, HD, UHD and VR. Channels 
available on web, SmarTV Apps (AppleTV / Opera / 
FireTV), Mobile Apps (iOS / Android)

In B2B sector, API allows easy integration into  
operators OTT middleware, or easy embedding  into 
existing user environments. Very effective  
supplement of linear channel with wide variety  of 
interactive features.  www.fashiontvplus.com
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For arranging an appointment please email michal@ftv.com

CSTB Moscow 
7-9 February

GSMA Barcelona
27 Feb - 2 March

CABSAT Dubai
21-23 March

MIPTV  Cannes
3-6 April
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